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Peter Morgan Consulting Ltd.

Porsche inspections
We use best efforts to identify problem areas on a subject car, but please note the inspection
report is not a warranty or an insurance policy. Your attention is drawn in particular to clause 27
below, regarding our liability subsequent to the inspection.
In instructing us to perform an inspection you accept the following terms and conditions.

Terms and conditions
The following terms and conditions apply to any inspection performed by Peter Morgan Consulting
Ltd. (subsequently referred to as ‘we’, ‘us’ or ‘our’ here) for its private customers (referred to as
‘you’ or ‘yours’ subsequently)

The inspection
1. The vehicle inspection is based on a visual check of the external parts of the car and the
presented documents.
2. The inspection is performed in good faith and we cannot be held responsible for nondisclosure or concealment of information about the vehicle’s use, mileage or defects by the
vendor (or representative).
3. The inspection only covers the areas indicated in the checklist and where defects are found,
these will be indicated. We make every attempt to identify faults that might reasonably be
found by a visual inspection.
4. The inspection will not include any form of vehicle dis-assembly, or the use of specific
electronic or diagnostic equipment
5. The inspection will not include appraisal of the following items:
Oil and/or fuel consumption
Brake fluid condition
Brake system condition
Engine cylinder compression
The source of oil leaks
Engine management operation and function
Engine and accessory control units, computers and the function of diagnostic reporting
instrumentation
Exhaust emissions (other than visual)
The function of in-car entertainment systems, telephones, GPS systems and other driver
aids
The function of alarm and immobiliser systems
6. We also are not able to advise of faults if they are not visible or are concealed during the
inspection. Items that are not listed on the inspection sheet will not be checked.
7. We are not responsible for any latent defects that are not identified at the inspection, but which
may be discovered afterwards. This particularly applies to cars that have been used (or are
subsequently found to have been used) for motorsport of any kind, trackdays, cars that are
more than three years old or have covered more than 30,000 miles.
8. We are unable to advise on the circumstances or suitability of certain defects giving rise to a
claim against the vehicle supplier, vendor or any third-party warranty company. Such claims
fall outside the scope of our inspection reports, which are accepted by you on this
understanding
9. The comments on the condition of the car’s consumable items (brakes, clutch, exhaust, shock
absorbers, tyres, etc.), are based only on the visual inspection. Any predictions we give of
remaining life expectancy are given on the basis that you accept this estimate can be variable.
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10. If an item is not recorded as defective at the time of the inspection, this doesn’t imply that it
may not fail after the inspection.
11. If items are identified as needing repair, you may be given an approximate repair or
replacement cost by us as a matter of goodwill. You should obtain an estimate for the item
from a reliable specialist before using such repairs in negotiation with the vendor.
12. The inspection will only be performed in daylight hours, and we ask the seller to allow us to
inspect the car safely on a hard standing, preferably sheltered and with enough space around
the car to open all the doors, tail-gate and bonnet. It may be necessary to inspect the car in
conditions of rain or snow. In such situations we will advise you of the areas of the car we
have been unable to inspect satisfactorily
13. It is not always possible to perform an underbody inspection (for example, the seller may not
permit it). If this is not possible then we will indicate those areas of the inspection we have not
been able to perform
14. We are not able to diagnose or identify certain types of faults or latent faults that may reside
within the car’s engine management system, its control software or hardware and any part of
the electrical distribution hardware.
15. The inspection may, with the seller’s permission, include a short road test. The road test will
only be performed on vehicles with current road fund licence and MoT. If, due to
circumstances beyond our control, a road test is not possible, the full fee will be payable. Any
subsequent road test will be chargeable at an additional fee.
16. This road test will normally be no more than 5 miles in distance and will not evaluate the
speed, cornering or ultimate braking performance of the vehicle. The road test will check the
vehicle’s driving behaviour is normal, and that its braking, steering, engine and transmission
performance is typical for the age of the car.
17. You are advised to wait until the written report is made available before using the information
to assist you on a decision about the car’s purchase. The initial post-inspection verbal report is
advisory only and should not be taken as a complete assessment. This is to allow us to
properly consider the checklist results and photographic evidence before presenting the
written report.
Scope
18. We will only perform inspections on cars manufactured by Porsche after 1965. We will not
inspect specials, kit cars or cars that have been heavily-customised (beyond simple and
recognised proprietary bodykits)
19. A number of the water-cooled 996 and Boxster engines have experienced unexpected total
failures since launch. Since it appears to be impossible to predict these engine failures in
advance, please note that we cannot be held liable for such failures or any consequences
thereof should this occur subsequent to an inspection.
20. The inspection does not replace servicing or maintenance requirements or the MoT. The car
will not be checked for compliance with Construction and Use Regulations and the inspection
does not include stress or weight tests on any part of the car including, without limit: seats or
their fittings, seat belts or their mountings, seat harnesses or other adaptations, or their
security. The contents of first aid kits are not examined.
21. Please note that we are unable to verify the accuracy of the odometer reading, but will report
on this and the back-up documentation to support the reading (if available).
Timing
22. We will perform the inspections as soon as it is reasonably possible to do so (and accepting
the seller may impose access conditions). We will not be liable for any delay in or failure to
perform the inspection.
23. Once you instruct us to perform the inspection, we will arrange the appointment with the seller
at the earliest mutually acceptable date.
24. The inspection will take place during daylight hours. If the inspection takes place outside, poor
weather may restrict the scope of the examination.
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Complaints
25. In the event of complaint about the service we offer, we ask to be given reasonable
opportunity to re-inspect the vehicle in order to properly address your issue, should we deem
this to be necessary.
Legal
26. The car inspection is performed solely for your use and should not be used by any third party
for any purpose.
Neither we, our directors, employees, agents or sub-contractors (if any) shall be liable for any
costs or expenses associated or connected with any repair bills arising in connection with the
inspected vehicle (whether for problems identified or otherwise during the course of the
inspection or subsequently discovered), direct or indirect damages, direct or indirect loss of
business, direct or indirect loss of profits, direct or indirect loss of goodwill, direct or indirect
loss of capital, consequential damages or economic loss of any kind arising directly or
indirectly from or in connection with this inspection, whether resulting directly or indirectly from
a breach of contract, negligence, or breach of statutory duty.
Nothing in this clause is intended to limit or exclude our liability or that of our directors, employees,
agents or sub-contractors (if any) for death or personal injury caused by negligence.
27. Under no circumstances will we be liable to any third party in contract, tort (including
negligence) or otherwise for any loss (direct or indirect or consequential) that any third party
may incur as a result of any information supplied by this inspection.
28. These Terms and Conditions are governed by the laws of England.

Fees
30. All fees are chargeable at the start of business (08.30) on the day of the inspection and orders
are accepted on the basis that you have read and agreed with these Terms and Conditions.
31. In the event of cancellation by you we reserve the right to charge a cancellation fee of 25% of
the inspection fee, unless you cancel by close of business (18.30) on the day before the
planned inspection.
32. If we arrive at the location and, due to circumstances outside of our reasonable control, we are
unable to perform the inspection, we will charge 50% of the fee to cover our costs and
expenses. This includes the situation where you have made the arrangements with the seller
to allow the inspection to take place and then the car is unavailable.
33. Once we arrive at the inspection location and begin the inspection, you will be liable for the full
fee.
34. All amendment or cancellation fees and charges shall, if applicable and at our discretion, be
deductible from the pre-booked inspection fee, or shall be payable by you upon receipt of a
request for such fees.
35. Should a fault or faults be discovered on a vehicle, then subsequent re-inspection an
additional fee will be chargeable.
Copyright
36. The inspection document and results are copyright to Peter Morgan Consulting Ltd. It shall not
be copied, transmitted or shared with any third party without our written permission.

Contact information
For all enquiries about the inspections, bookings and customer services please contact:
Website: www.petermorgan.org.uk
Tel: 01672 514038; E-mail: inspections@petermorgan.org.uk
Peter Morgan Consulting Ltd.
21 January 2007
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